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In the past few years, the cost of diesel has steadily increased and long range
forecasting projects even higher costs. Since many electric utilities in the Caribbean
depend on diesel to produce energy, the operating cost has in turn skyrocketed. The
utilities are thus faced with a dilemma – recoup the higher operating costs through
customer surcharges in utility tariffs or watch the profits erode. Because selecting either
option is unfeasible as a long-term solution, many utilities in the Caribbean are exploring
yet another alternative – a switch over to Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO).
In considering the switch to HFO, three important factors need critical evaluation:
plant modifications, supply logistics, and environmental effects. Modifying the existing
generation plants is an arduous and capital intensive task. Furthermore, the addition of a
steam production plant is essential to convey the HFO from the storage tanks to the
engines. Steam production in turn demands a source of water which is another precious
commodity in the Caribbean. The hot water resulting from the generators needs disposal
adding maintenance and disposal costs. Also, the operation of HFO-based generators
presents greater maintenance challenges with false starts, centrifuge malfunctions, and
other related issues.
Supply logistics are especially challenging for those utilities that are located in
remote locations. Many of the major oil suppliers currently have a streamlined supply of
diesel and other lighter fractions in the Caribbean but do not ensure a reliable supply of
HFO. Consequently, the suppliers may not be motivated to supply HFO unless utilities
are willing to sign long-term contracts and accept additional financial investments to
implement supply changes. Even if the utilities are willing to entertain these issues, the
switching over is a long and tedious process. With dwindling oil reserves, the long-term
oil supply itself is in question. It is uncertain, therefore, if the HFO supply to the islands
is assured on a long-term basis.
From an environmental perspective, HFO based power plants produce vast
quantities of oily wastes that require management and disposal. Waste oil can
accumulate rapidly demanding frequent off-site disposal or significantly larger storage
capacities in detention. Managing waste oil increases the risk of leaks and spills and the
associated burden of environmental cleanup. In addition, the waste oil disposal is
becoming progressively difficult and comparatively expensive due to increased
environmental regulations in the Caribbean.
Moving forward, some economists project that the oil prices could reach over a
$100 per barrel creating additional pricing pressures to utilities. It is well justified,
therefore that the utilities should explore options to combat the rising energy costs.
Based solely on price differential of the fuels, switching to HFO appears to be an
attractive option. But is that the final measure? Have the utilities explored other
practical solutions?
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